Address: isABelt LTD 980, Broadway-Suite 136, Thornwood, NY 10594
Contact: (866)793-2793
Email: leslie@isabelt.com / elise@isabelt.com

BEFORE

AFTER

isABeltWIDE Magnetic Clasp
isABeltWIDE Magnetic Clasp (available in Clear or Black)
1” wide, ﬂexible elasticized TPU (eco-responsible) with a
STRONG, FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP. isABeltWIDE Magnetic is
A MUST HAVE Fashion “ﬁx-it” accessory. Can be worn concealed
to hold up your bottoms while eliminating belt bulk, back gap
and slippages!
· Slimming Sleek design
· Virtually invisible and undetectable under ﬁtted tops
· No bulk or bulge
· Comfortable, stretchy, fully adjustable Elasticized TPU.
· 1" wide
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50+”
· TSA compatible

BEFORE

AFTER

isABeltFabric
isABeltFABRIC Magnetic Clasp (available in Navy, Black & White)
1” WIDE, ﬂexible and stretchy material with a Strong
FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP. isABeltFABRIC Magnetic isABelt
is a FLAT BELT WITH NO BULK and, A MUST HAVE Fashion
“ﬁx-it” accessory. Can be worn concealed to hold up your
bottoms while eliminating belt bulk, back gap and slippages,
OR revealed as a great fashion belt!
· Slimming Sleek design.
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable, lightweight fabric.
· 1" wide
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50”+
· Slimming Sleek design
· Virtually invisible and undetectable under ﬁtted tops
· TSA compatible

Price: $10:50
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isABeltFabric
isABeltFABRIC Magnetic Clasp (available in Navy, Black & White)
1” WIDE, ﬂexible and stretchy material with a Strong
FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP. isABeltFABRIC Magnetic isABelt
is a FLAT BELT WITH NO BULK and, A MUST HAVE Fashion
“ﬁx-it” accessory. Can be worn concealed to hold up your
bottoms while eliminating belt bulk, back gap and slippages,
OR revealed as a great fashion belt!
· Slimming Sleek design.
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable, lightweight fabric.
· 1" wide
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50”+
· Slimming Sleek design
· Virtually invisible and undetectable under ﬁtted tops
· TSA compatible

Price: $10:50
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isABeltFabric
isABeltFABRIC Magnetic Clasp (available in Navy, Black & White)
1” WIDE, ﬂexible and stretchy material with a Strong
FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP. isABeltFABRIC Magnetic isABelt
is a FLAT BELT WITH NO BULK and, A MUST HAVE Fashion
“ﬁx-it” accessory. Can be worn concealed to hold up your
bottoms while eliminating belt bulk, back gap and slippages,
OR revealed as a great fashion belt!
· Slimming Sleek design.
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable, lightweight fabric.
· 1" wide
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50”+
· Slimming Sleek design
· Virtually invisible and undetectable under ﬁtted tops
· TSA compatible
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AFTER

IsABeltWIDE
isABeltWIDE (available in Clear)
isABeltWIDE® - 1” Flat Belt with No bulk. Eco-responsible
clear elasticized TPU. This must have Fashion “ﬁx-it” accessory
is perfect to hold up your jeans or trousers and virtually disappears
when worn! Provides you the assurance that all is secure without
even knowing it's there. isABelt prevents back gap, slippage and
of course, belt bulk.
· Slimming sleek design
· No Belt Bulk
· 1" wide strong TPU.
· No hardware.
· One size, fully adjustable from size 0 up to 50+”
· Available in Clear
· TSA compatible
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isABeltORIGINAL
isABeltORIGINAL® - available in Clear and Black
Our ½” isABelt Original is ONE SIZE (ﬁts sizes 0 up to 50”),
and has a Strong FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP! A MUST HAVE
Fashion “ﬁx-it” accessory! This thin, strong (eco-responsible)
elasticized TPU isABelt prevents back gap, slippage and of course,
BELT BULK! So comfortable it virtually disappears when worn!
Provides you with the assurance that all is secure without even
knowing it's there. The isABelt solves all of these fashion issues
and many more.
· ½” wide
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable TPU.
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50”+
· Sleek Slimming design eliminates back gap, slippage and
BELT BULK!
· TSA compatible
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isABeltORIGINAL
isABeltORIGINAL® - available in Clear and Black
Our ½” isABelt Original is ONE SIZE (ﬁts sizes 0 up to 50”),
and has a Strong FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP! A MUST HAVE
Fashion “ﬁx-it” accessory! This thin, strong (eco-responsible)
elasticized TPU isABelt prevents back gap, slippage and of course,
BELT BULK! So comfortable it virtually disappears when worn!
Provides you with the assurance that all is secure without even
knowing it's there. The isABelt solves all of these fashion issues
and many more.
· ½” wide
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable TPU.
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50”+
· Sleek Slimming design eliminates back gap, slippage and
BELT BULK!
· TSA compatible
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isABeltCOMBO
GREAT SAVINGS!! What's better than One isABelt? Getting
two isABelts at a savings.
The isABeltCOMBO offers two isABelts in one package.
You get the Original ½ wide AND the 1” wide clear isABelts.
The isABelt virtually disappears when worn on pants or skirts
and provides you with the assurance that all is secure without
even knowing it's there. isABelt prevents back gap, slippage
and of course, belt bulk.
· 1” wide and ½” wide belt included
· Comfortable, stretchy, fully adjustable TPU.
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50+”
· TSA compatible
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isABeltBCA
isABeltBCA - (Breast Cancer Awareness)
isABelt JOINS THE FIGHT AGAINST BREAST CANCER!
Percentage of proceeds are donated to Breast Cancer Research.
isABeltBCA is a ½” thin, strong and ﬂexible, (eco-responsible )
elasticized TPU belt that virtually disappears when worn on
pants or skirts and provides you with the assurance that all is
secure without even knowing it's there. This belt is adorned
with signature pink ribbon. Showing you are part of the solution.
· ½” wide
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable TPU.
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50+”
· Percentage of proceed donated to the ﬁght against Breast
Cancer.
· TSA compatible
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isABling - BlueStone
isABling is a new fashionable, interchangeable jewelry accessory!
Adds BLING to anything! Each isABling comes with a strong
MAGNETIC bar and can attach and add BLING to just about
ANYTHING….. tops, scarves, boots, pants, etc OR you can
attach to isABling to the isABelt magnetic CLASPS for a great
INSTANT fashion belt! Turn something simple into something
AMAZING with isABling!!
BONUS: Each buckle comes with magnetic bar for added
adornment uses!
· Attaches to almost anything
· Works great on tops, scarves, boots, pants, shoes… and more
· Instantly transforms magnetic clasp isABelts into great
FASHION belts!
· Collect them all!
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AFTER

isABling - Crystal
isABling is a new fashionable, interchangeable jewelry accessory!
Adds BLING to anything! Each isABling comes with a strong
MAGNETIC bar and can attach and add BLING to just about
ANYTHING….. tops, scarves, boots, pants, etc OR you can
attach to isABling to the isABelt magnetic CLASPS for a great
INSTANT fashion belt! Turn something simple into something
AMAZING with isABling!!
BONUS: Each buckle comes with magnetic bar for added
adornment uses!
· Attaches to almost anything
· Works great on tops, scarves, boots, pants, shoes… and more
· Instantly transforms magnetic clasp isABelts into great
FASHION belts!
· Collect them all!
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isABling - Skull
isABling is a new fashionable, interchangeable jewelry accessory!
Adds BLING to anything! Each isABling comes with a strong
MAGNETIC bar and can attach and add BLING to just about
ANYTHING….. tops, scarves, boots, pants, etc OR you can
attach to isABling to the isABelt magnetic CLASPS for a great
INSTANT fashion belt! Turn something simple into something
AMAZING with isABling!!
BONUS: Each buckle comes with magnetic bar for added
adornment uses!
· Attaches to almost anything
· Works great on tops, scarves, boots, pants, shoes… and more
· Instantly transforms magnetic clasp isABelts into great
FASHION belts!
· Collect them all!

StrapSecure
StrapSecure - (2 pack clear and black)
StrapSecure - is a stretchy comfortable adjustable elasticized
TPU (eco-responsible) that attaches to your bra strap or tank
to bring the straps in a little or transforms your bra or tank to
a racer back to hide those annoying straps from sticking out
and ruining the look of your top or dress.
· Fully adjustable, comfortable elasticized TPU.
· 2 pack includes one clear and one black

StrapDowns
StrapDowns - includes a pair of StrapDowns
StrapDowns - is the answer to no more “Pant Bunch”..
NO MORE TUCKING/ROLLING pant hems into your BOOTS.
Strapdowns wraps around the base of your pant and anchors
them for a smooth sleek look.
· Fully adjustable TPU.
· Includes one pair in clear
· Anchors pants, eliminates “pant bunch”
· Multi-use for biking or hemming up after taking off heels.
· TSA compatible

isAStrips
isAStrips - Versatile, multi-use body & apparel tape include
36 pre-cut strips (18-1cm x 7.8cm and 18-1.8cm x 7.8cm)
Versatile, multi-use body & apparel tape includes 36 strips
(18-1cm x 7.8cm and 18-1.8cm x 7.8cm) isAStrips® – Versatile,
multi-use body & apparel tape. The isAStrips ® were designed
to be the perfect “quick-ﬁx” accessory. The transparent,
hypoallergenic, double stick fashion tape secures necklines,
bra straps, clothing, pant hems, shoe straps, accessories,
scarves, jewelry in place and much more.
· Two isAStrips ® size options include -18-1cm x 7.8cm and
18-1.8cm x 7.8cm
· 36 pre-cut strips to a box.
· Secures necklines, bra straps, clothing, pant hems, shoe straps,
accessories, scarves, jewelry in place and much more
· Transparent, hypoallergenic, double stick fashion tape

isABeltandtheBAG
Available in (Black, Red or Blue)
isABeltandtheBAG in Black
With isABeltandtheBAG you get two products in one. A great
wristlet or messenger bag that can be used alone when you're
out on the go. Our wristlet bag is a cool zippered pouch that you
can take anywhere!
You also get a 1” isABeltWIDE belt - Our MUST HAVE fashion
“ﬁx-it” product. NO HARDWARE… virtually disappears when
worn. Belt with NO BULK!
The bag is a ﬂexible plastic (eco-responsible TPU) wristlet and
messenger bag in one. Can be used alone, OR attach the
accompanying isABeltWIDE 1” belt for a hands free belly bag
(fanny pack). It's a dynamic duo!
· Contains one isABeltBAG and one isABeltWIDE clear
· Wristlet/fanny pack is a cool zippered pouch
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable TPU
· Belt adjusts for size 0 up to 50”+
· TSA Compatible

COMING SOON

isAWallet - Coming soon
isAWallet turns your smart phone instantly into a wallet.
isAWallet is an adhesive plastic pouch that adheres to the
back of your smartphone to give you instant storage for your
credit cards, cash and ID. No additional wallet necessary
when you’re on the go.
· Contains one isAWallet
· Sticks to the back of your Smartphone
· Great for carrying cash, ID and credit cards
· Scan cards right through your isAWallet

COMING SOON

HisABelt - Coming soon
HisABelt – available in Black
HisABelt is a 1 ½” thick strong and ﬂexible fabric belt with a new
FLAT MAGNETIC CLASP. HisABelt is A MUST for the man on
the go. The belt lies totally ﬂat and discrete with no extra bulk.
It is TSA compatible and you do not have to remove your belt
during travel. So comfortable and ﬂexible, the HisABelt gives you
the assurance that all is secure without even knowing it's there.
· NEW magnetic clasp.
· Comfortable stretchy, fully adjustable fabric.
· 1 1/2 " wide
· Belt adjusts from size 0 up to 50+”
· Eliminates belt bulge
·TSA compatible

